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Information (51)
The Information sector comprises establishments engaged in the following
processes: (a) producing and distributing information and cultural products,
(b) providing the means to transmit or distribute these products as well as
data or communications, and (c) processing data.
The main components of this sector are the publishing industries, including
software publishing, and both traditional publishing and publishing
exclusively on the Internet; the motion picture and sound recording
industries; the broadcasting industries, including traditional broadcasting
and those broadcasting exclusively over the Internet; the
telecommunications industries; Web search portals, data processing
industries, and the information services industries.
The expressions ''information age'' and ''global information economy'' are
used with considerable frequency today. The general idea of an ''information
economy'' includes both the notion of industries primarily producing,
processing, and distributing information, as well as the idea that every
industry is using available information and information technology to
reorganize and make themselves more productive.
For the purposes of NAICS, it is the transformation of information into a
commodity that is produced and distributed by a number of growing
industries that is at issue. The Information sector groups three types of
establishments: (1) those engaged in producing and distributing information
and cultural products; (2) those that provide the means to transmit or
distribute these products as well as data or communications; and (3) those
that process data. Cultural products are those that directly express attitudes,
opinions, ideas, values, and artistic creativity; provide entertainment; or
offer information and analysis concerning the past and present. Included in
this definition are popular, mass-produced products as well as cultural
products that normally have a more limited audience, such as poetry books,
literary magazines, or classical records.
The unique characteristics of information and cultural products, and of the
processes involved in their production and distribution, distinguish the
Information sector from the goods-producing and service-producing sectors.
Some of these characteristics are:
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1. Unlike traditional goods, an ''information or cultural product,'' such as a
newspaper on-line or television program, does not necessarily have tangible
qualities, nor is it necessarily associated with a particular form. A movie can
be shown at a movie theater, on a television broadcast, through video-ondemand or rented at a local video store. A sound recording can be aired on
radio, embedded in multimedia products, or sold at a record store.
2. Unlike traditional services, the delivery of these products does not require
direct contact between the supplier and the consumer.
3. The value of these products to the consumer lies in their informational,
educational, cultural, or entertainment content, not in the format in which
they are distributed. Most of these products are protected from unlawful
reproduction by copyright laws.
4. The intangible property aspect of information and cultural products makes
the processes involved in their production and distribution very different
from goods and services. Only those possessing the rights to these works
are authorized to reproduce, alter, improve, and distribute them. Acquiring
and using these rights often involves significant costs. In addition,
technology is revolutionizing the distribution of these products. It is possible
to distribute them in a physical form, via broadcast, or on-line.
5. Distributors of information and cultural products can easily add value to
the products they distribute. For instance, broadcasters add advertising not
contained in the original product. This capacity means that unlike traditional
distributors, they derive revenue not from sale of the distributed product to
the final consumer, but from those who pay for the privilege of adding
information to the original product. Similarly, a directory and mailing list
publisher can acquire the rights to thousands of previously published
newspaper and periodical articles and add new value by providing search
and software and organizing the information in a way that facilitates
research and retrieval. These products often command a much higher price
than the original information.
The distribution modes for information commodities may either eliminate the
necessity for traditional manufacture, or reverse the conventional order of
manufacture-distribute: A newspaper distributed on-line, for example, can
be printed locally or by the final consumer. Similarly, it is anticipated that
packaged software, which today is mainly bought through the traditional
retail channels, will soon be available mainly on-line. The NAICS Information
sector is designed to make such economic changes transparent as they
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occur, or to facilitate designing surveys that will monitor the new
phenomena and provide data to analyze the changes.
Many of the industries in the NAICS Information sector are engaged in
producing products protected by copyright law, or in distributing them (other
than distribution by traditional wholesale and retail methods). Examples are
traditional publishing industries, software and directory and mailing list
publishing industries, and film and sound industries. Broadcasting and
telecommunications industries and information providers and processors are
also included in the Information sector, because their technologies are so
closely linked to other industries in the Information sector.
(https://www.naics.com/naics-code-description/?code=51)
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Professional, Scientific, & Technical Service
(54)
The Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services sector comprises
establishments that specialize in performing professional, scientific, and
technical activities for others. These activities require a high degree of
expertise and training. The establishments in this sector specialize according
to expertise and provide these services to clients in a variety of industries
and, in some cases, to households. Activities performed include: legal advice
and representation; accounting, bookkeeping, and payroll services;
architectural, engineering, and specialized design services; computer
services; consulting services; research services; advertising services;
photographic services; translation and interpretation services; veterinary
services; and other professional, scientific, and technical services.
This sector excludes establishments primarily engaged in providing a range
of day-to-day office administrative services, such as financial planning,
billing and recordkeeping, personnel, and physical distribution and logistics.
These establishments are classified in Sector 56, Administrative and Support
and Waste Management and Remediation Services.
(https://www.naics.com/naics-code-description/?code=54)
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Transportation (48, 49)
The Transportation and Warehousing sector includes industries providing
transportation of passengers and cargo, warehousing and storage for goods,
scenic and sightseeing transportation, and support activities related to
modes of transportation. Establishments in these industries use
transportation equipment or transportation related facilities as a productive
asset. The type of equipment depends on the mode of transportation. The
modes of transportation are air, rail, water, road, and pipeline.
The Transportation and Warehousing sector distinguishes three basic types
of activities: subsectors for each mode of transportation, a subsector for
warehousing and storage, and a subsector for establishments providing
support activities for transportation. In addition, there are subsectors for
establishments that provide passenger transportation for scenic and
sightseeing purposes, postal services, and courier services.
A separate subsector for support activities is established in the sector
because, first, support activities for transportation are inherently
multimodal, such as freight transportation arrangement, or have multimodal
aspects. Secondly, there are production process similarities among the
support activity industries.
One of the support activities identified in the support activity subsector is the
routine repair and maintenance of transportation equipment (e.g., aircraft at
an airport, railroad rolling stock at a railroad terminal, or ships at a harbor or
port facility). Such establishments do not perform complete overhauling or
rebuilding of transportation equipment (i.e., periodic restoration of
transportation equipment to original design specifications) or transportation
equipment conversion (i.e., major modification to systems). An
establishment that primarily performs factory (or shipyard) overhauls,
rebuilding, or conversions of aircraft, railroad rolling stock, or a ship is
classified in Subsector 336, Transportation Equipment Manufacturing
according to the type of equipment.
Many of the establishments in this sector often operate on networks, with
physical facilities, labor forces, and equipment spread over an extensive
geographic area.
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Warehousing establishments in this sector are distinguished from merchant
wholesaling in that the warehouse establishments do not sell the goods.
Excluded from this sector are establishments primarily engaged in providing
travel agent services that support transportation and other establishments,
such as hotels, businesses, and government agencies. These establishments
are classified in Sector 56, Administrative and Support and Waste
Management and Remediation Services. Also, establishments primarily
engaged in providing rental and leasing of transportation equipment without
operator are classified in Subsector 532, Rental and Leasing Services.
(https://www.naics.com/naics-code-description/?code=48)
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Wholesale Trade (42)
The Wholesale Trade sector comprises establishments engaged in
wholesaling merchandise, generally without transformation, and rendering
services incidental to the sale of merchandise. The merchandise described in
this sector includes the outputs of agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and
certain information industries, such as publishing.
The wholesaling process is an intermediate step in the distribution of
merchandise. Wholesalers are organized to sell or arrange the purchase or
sale of (a) goods for resale (i.e., goods sold to other wholesalers or
retailers), (b) capital or durable nonconsumer goods, and (c) raw and
intermediate materials and supplies used in production.
Wholesalers sell merchandise to other businesses and normally operate from
a warehouse or office. These warehouses and offices are characterized by
having little or no display of merchandise. In addition, neither the design nor
the location of the premises is intended to solicit walk-in traffic. Wholesalers
do not normally use advertising directed to the general public. Customers
are generally reached initially via telephone, in-person marketing, or by
specialized advertising that may include Internet and other electronic
means. Follow-up orders are either vendor-initiated or client-initiated,
generally based on previous sales, and typically exhibit strong ties between
sellers and buyers. In fact, transactions are often conducted between
wholesalers and clients that have long-standing business relationships.
This sector comprises two main types of wholesalers: merchant wholesalers
that sell goods on their own account and business-to-business electronic
markets, agents, and brokers that arrange sales and purchases for others
generally for a commission or fee.
(1) Establishments that sell goods on their own account are known as
wholesale merchants, distributors, jobbers, drop shippers, and import/export
merchants. Also included as wholesale merchants are sales offices and sales
branches (but not retail stores) maintained by manufacturing, refining, or
mining enterprises apart from their plants or mines for the purpose of
marketing their products and group purchasing organizations (e.g.,
purchasing and selling goods on their own account). Merchant wholesale
establishments typically maintain their own warehouse, where they receive
and handle goods for their customers. Goods are generally sold without
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transformation, but may include integral functions, such as sorting,
packaging, labeling, and other marketing services.
(2) Establishments arranging for the purchase or sale of goods owned by
others or purchasing goods, generally on a commission basis are known as
business-to-business electronic markets, agents and brokers, commission
merchants, import/export agents and brokers, auction companies, group
purchasing organization (e.g., purchasing or arranging for the purchases of
goods owned by others), and manufacturers' representatives. These
establishments operate from offices and generally do not own or handle the
goods they sell.
Some wholesale establishments may be connected with a single
manufacturer and promote and sell the particular manufacturers' products to
a wide range of other wholesalers or retailers. Other wholesalers may be
connected to a retail chain, or limited number of retail chains, and only
provide a variety of products needed by that particular retail operation(s).
These wholesalers may obtain the products from a wide range of
manufacturers. Still other wholesalers may not take title to the goods, but
act as agents and brokers for a commission.
Although, in general, wholesaling normally denotes sales in large volumes,
durable nonconsumer goods may be sold in single units. Sales of capital or
durable nonconsumer goods used in the production of goods and services,
such as farm machinery, medium and heavy duty trucks, and industrial
machinery, are always included in wholesale trade.
(https://www.naics.com/naics-code-description/?code=42)
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